Make ‘Live’ Communications
Meaningful to Everyone
Whatever the venue,
the interpreters at
Translators USA will
help participants to
enjoy the benefits
of live events while
seamlessly conveying
the message and tone
of your presentation.

Translators USA combines the highest quality
interpreter services with industry-low pricing.
There’s something about ‘live’ communication that gives it more power. We
gain insight from other people’s expressions, their posture, or tone of voice.
Translator USA’s interpretation services remove language barriers and help
you communicate the spirit of your message as well as the words.
Your message is our priority. That’s why we match interpreters to our clients
based on:
• Target audience
• Depth of cultural immersion
• Country of origin
• The subtleties of regional
vernacular and culture

• Education/industry knowledge
(i.e. legal, pharmaceuticals,
healthcare, technology,
commerce, sales and
marketing, media, academics,
engineering, finance, business
management, and politics)

Communicate in a way that makes the most positive impact!
Get a Free Quote Today at Translators-USA.com/Start-Quote

Translators-USA.com | 888-790-8872 | Sales@Translators-USA.com

Interpretation Services

Translators-USA
At-a-Glance

With Great Interpretation, One
Speaks and the Other Understands!
Consecutive Interpreting

• 9,000+ vetted linguists
• Support in 150 languages
• Full equipment complement
to support simultaneous
interpretation at conferences
and events of all sizes
(including brand new wifibased audio broadcasting!)
• Year-round support (yes, all
365 days)
• Fastest turnaround times in
the industry, including 24-hour
translations
• Linguists with specialized
expertise in such fields as
technology, law, finance, and
medicine
• 100% customer satisfaction,
with translations you can trust!
• Offices in 22 major cities
throughout the USA
• An A+ accreditation from the
Better Business Bureau

Language fluency meets exact recall as our highly skilled linguists
deliver line-by-line interpretation at meetings, conventions, legal
hearings, teleconferencing, press conferences and more. Our consecutive
interpreters exhibit superior professionalism and accuracy in their work,
and receive continuous training for such jargon-laden environments as
law, medicine, and technology.

Simultaneous Interpreting

Interpreters supporting specific languages transmit information from
sound booths, delivering accurate, real-time interpretation and a more
immersive experience. Of course, Translators USA provides state-of-theart interpretation equipment for crystal-clear audio via new wifi-based
audio broadcasting technology or over headphones and receivers. We can
support events ranging from dozens of attendees to thousands.

Telephone Interpreting

Available to all industries, TUSA’s 24-hour telephone interpreter service
(TUSA-LINK) combines communication technology and deep linguistic
resources for on-demand access to over-the-phone interpretation. Just
call your dedicated toll-free number, enter you secure access code, and
select the required language code. Soon, a seasoned interpreter will join
to facilitate a conversation with the Limited English-Proficient (LEP) party.

ASL Interpreting

Our ASL (American Sign Language) interpreters level the playing field for
people with hearing disabilities, enabling you to welcome these clients,
business associates, employees and others to any conversation or
meeting. Rest assured that Translators USA only contracts the very best
ASL interpreters throughout the United States.

Multi-language events require Translators USA.
Get a free quote today at Translators-USA.com/Start-Quote

Translators-USA.com | 888-790-8872 | Sales@Translators-USA.com

